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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to diagnose the e�ect of condensation on propagating
signals in the tropics in a relatively simple general circulation model based on a spectral
primitive equation model.

The study was performed in two stages: validating the model used by comparing long
runs of this simple GCM with observational data, and then performing short runs of
the model in perturbation form to study the response to a short-lived heating anomaly
in the Indian Ocean. The tools used for analysis are time-mean states of the represen-
tative variables and Hovmöller diagrams and Wheeler-Kiladis space-time spectra in
order to distinguish the propagating signals in time and to detect their spectral peaks
in the wavenumber-frequency domain.

During the study two aspects of realistic models were explored, using increasingly
realistic basic states and adding physical processes which in this case was the latent
heating due to condensation. The analysis of both e�ects was conducted by running
the model with and without the condensation and by using di�erent basic states for
each experiment. As we progressed from the simpler to the more complex basic states
it was observed that the condensation has an increasing e�ect.

In the simplest experiment with a resting basic state two signals were present: a slower
signal with a period of 12-13 days and a faster with a period of 7-8 days. In this case
adding condensation heating made little di�erence to either signal, but then with a 3-d
basic state the condensation heating ampli�es the slower signals, and a period of 30-40
days also emerges, consistent with the behaviour of the simple GCM.

The results presented indicate that both the condensation heating and the complex-
ity of the basic state have an e�ect on the propagation of the signals. While further
analysis is needed, the results lead us to the conclusion that rather than modifying
the propagation characteristics gradually, condensation heating acts to select slower
modes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At present, 40% of the human population live in the tropics and it is estimated that
by the 2050 it will be over 50%. Perhaps even more important, predictions are that by
2050, two out of three children will be in the tropics.1

It is important to understand the mechanism of the tropical weather so we can predict
it. We use short-term and long-term weather forecasts. Short term forecasts are the
ones we watch on the news and it gives us information about the weather for 3-5 days.
Long term forecasts are used for forecasting on seasonal scale. Seasonal forecasting
attempts to provide useful information about the condtitions that can be expected in
the coming months and it is very dependant on our understanding of interaction be-
tween ocean and atmosphere. As our understanding of the relevant processes evolved,
increasingly complex models have been produced to use the improved measurements
and provide accurate seasonal forecasts. These forecasts could provide the information
needed for longer-term decisions and early warnings of potential hazards. Despite the
chaotic nature of the atmosphere, long term predictions are possible to some degree
thanks to a number of components which themselves show variations on long time
scales (intraseasonal and seasonal oscillations) and, to a certain extent, are predictable.

An important element of the intraseasonal oscillations is Madden-Julian Oscillation
(MJO) (Madden and Julian 1971; Zhang 2005). It is eastward moving disturbance of
clouds, rainfall, winds and pressure that takes from 30 to 60 days to go around the
globe. Better understanding of MJO is important because it a�ects timing and strength
of monsoons (Jones and Carvalho 2002), in�uences tropical cyclones (Maloney and
Hartmann 2000) and North Atlantic Oscillation (Cassou 2008).

1http://stateofthetropics.org/10reasons

1
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We are interested in the role MJO has in shaping the weather of the tropics because
it has been known for a long time now that a large part of the synoptic variability in
the tropics is due to propagating disturbances moving parallel to the equator. They
organize individual convective elements on a spatial scale which is larger than the
elements themselves (Wheeler and Kiladis 1999).

In order to simulate the weather in the tropics and produce forecasts, we need a math-
ematical theory which appropriately describes the system. To do so, we are using
shallow water equations which are describing a layer of �uid whose depth is small
compared to its wavelength and it is bounded from below by topography and by free
surface from above. To better understand what this means, on Fig. 1.1 we show the
schematics of a shallow water system.

Figure 1.1: Shallow water system, d on the picture is presented as h further in the
text.

The equatorial linear shallow water equations can be written in the form:

du

dt
− βyv +

dφ

dx
= 0 (1.1)

dv

dt
+ βyu+

dφ

δy
= 0 (1.2)

dφ

dt
+
du

dx
+
dv

dy
= 0 (1.3)
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where u and v are the velocities in the x and y directions respectively, φ is non-
dimensional form of gh, g being acceleration due to gravity and h small elevation of
the top surface. Equatorial beta plane approximation is used for approximating Cori-
olis parameter f near the equator in the form of f = βy, where y is the distance from
the equator and β is the variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude df

dy
= β and

it is approximated to be constant.

We assume wavelike solutions to the equations and after appropriate substitutions and
rearrangements we get the solution:

√
ghe
β

(
ω2

ghe
− k2 − k

ω
β

)
= 2n+ 1, n = 0, 1, 2, ... (1.4)

where k is zonal wave number, ω is the frequency and he is the depth of undisturbed
layer of �uid.

This equation gives the relation between k and ω, for each positive n and de�nes
the horizontal dispersion relation for the waves. The equation is cubic in ω result-
ing in three classes of solutions which correspond to eastward inertio-gravity waves,
westward inertio-gravity waves and equatorial Rossby waves. We call these solutions
equatorially trapped waves (Matsuno 1966; Lindzen 1967) and they are presented on
Fig. 1.2. Many studies have been conducted with the aim of linking observed propa-
gating systems of organized tropical convection and the theory of equatorially trapped
waves, but they are still not fully understood (Holton 1972; Lindzen 1974; Chang
1976; Hayashi and Golder 1994). Because of this, there is considerable interest in
the way tropical convection is organized in terms of its dominant frequencies and
wavenumbers. It has been found that several statistically signi�cant spectral peaks
in the wavenumber-frequency spectra are present (Wheeler-Kiladis 1999), some of
which follow the dispersion curves of the equatorially trapped waves. We call the
disturbances contributing to these features "convectively coupled equatorial waves"
(CCEW). CCEWs represent the leading modes of synoptic scale-organized convection
in the tropical troposphere. The MJO could be classi�ed as convectively coupled, but
not a simple equatorial wave because it does not corresponds to the shallow water
wave disperion curves (Wheeler-Kiladis 1999).
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Figure 1.2: Dispersion curves of equatorially trapped waves. Plotted are frequency
(vetical axis) against wavenumber (horizontal axis).
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Data and methodology

2.1 Model

2.1.1 Simple GCM

The most important tool used in weather forecasting is the General Circulation Model
(GCM). It uses a mathematical model which consists of primitive equations on a rotat-
ing sphere with extra terms representing various physical processes which are, either
unresolvedl or too complex to be physically represented in the model by a simpli�ed
process (parametrization). Examples of these processes are convective clouds, radia-
tive transfer, cloud microphysics and many more. These equations are the basis for
computer programs used to simulate the Earth’s atmosphere or oceans. GCMs are ex-
tremely important and useful for simulating the climate. However, their main draw-
back is that they are complex and they require powerful computers to work.

A di�erent approach we can use is to work with idealized models, which concentrate
on a small number of processes, idealized domains or simpli�ed equations. They are
less demanding than the GCM, and because they are simpler it’s easier to isolate dom-
inant processes leading to a particular model response. They are very important for
understanding the processes, but they have to forhgo a certain level of realism.

The gap between these two types of models is occupied by "diagnostic modeling". In
diagnostic modeling we use the data from observations or more comprehensive sim-
ulations to provide part of the solution and the sensitivity to variations in forcing or
model parameters can be explored in a relatively realistic setting. The model that we

5
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are using is maybe the simplest prescription for a GCM that has a realistic climate over
the whole globe.

The original version of the model used in this study is dry spectral primitive equation
model due to Hoskins and Simmons (1975). The only additional terms in the equa-
tions are those describing linear damping, linear scale-selective di�usion, and time-
independent forcing. The damping and di�usion act on temperature and momentum
while the forcing acts on all prognostic variables. Time-independent forcing terms are
calculated from a long time series of observational analyses. The role of the forcing
terms is to attempt to correct the systematic errors that would develop from integrat-
ing the dry dynamical equations alone to simulate the climate. The forcing scheme is
based on the method due to Roads (1987) and extended by Hall (2000).

If we are aiming for a realistic simulation, then it should have an accurate time-mean
state. Now we will show how the forcing used operates and its role in the model.
We look at the observed atmospheric state, which is described by the state vector
Φ, which means that it’s a vector of coe�cients in some basis, which represents the
instantaneous state of the atmosphere. How many coe�cients there are in Φ will
depend on the resolution of the analysis and number of �eld variables observed. The
instantaneous time evolution of Φ is described by

dΦ

dt
= N(Φ) + f(t) (2.1)

where N is a nonlinear operator and f is external forcing. The reason why we use
this representation is because we can de�ne N so that it corresponds exactly to the
unforced behavior of the model we are using. Therefore, forcing is independent of Φ

but it is a function of time.

Now we look at a model whose instantenous state is described by the vector of coe�-
cients Ψ, in the same basis as Φ. Now we are trying to make a simulation of (2.1) based
on a model described by

dΨ

dt
= N(Ψ) + g (2.2)

where g is a constant vector. So, the problem is to de�ne g to give us the most realistic
simulation of (2.1). This is achieved by setting: g = f = −N(Φ) and using the obser-
vational data to calculate the forcing. The method for calculating forcing is relatively
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straight forward. The e�ect of N on any initial condition Φi, where subscript i iden-
ti�es one realization of Φ among n observation, can be found by running the model
without forcing for one time step giving the instantaneous tendency

(
dΨ

dt

)
unf

= N(Φi) =
Ψ+

unf − Φi

δt
(2.3)

where the subscript unf denotes an unforced integration of the model and the super-
script + refers to the state after one time step. δt is the lenght of time step. So, N(Φ)

can be found by averaging the results of setting Ψ0 = Φi. So, we are using

g = − 1

nδt

n∑
i=1

(Ψ+
iunf − Φi) (2.4)

to calculate the forcing. The model uses sigma coordinates in the vertical and the
vertical scheme conserves mass, energy, and angular momentum. Resolution of the
model is T42 global domain with �fteen sigma levels.

2.1.2 Damping

In a practical sense, the role of damping is to act upon and reduce unstable growth
modes. If there were no damping, the model would either produce unrealistic results
or it would crash after certain time. The damping also has a physical role which is to
represent real physical processes such as transfer of heat and momentum by turbulence
within atmosphere and between atmosphere and the surface. It is also important to
set the damping operator properly. In case the damping is too strong, the model will
have a perfect time-mean state but no transient eddies. On the other hand, if there
is no damping, the model can’t dissipate the energy supplied by constant forcing and
becomes unstable. We are interested in case which lies in-between the extremes.

2.1.3 Perturbation model

After validating the model by comparing it to the observational data, a di�erent forcing
was applied to the model with aim of observing propagating patterns. In this model
forcing is: g = −N(Φ), so it is not anymore equal to forcing used in GCM. If we would
initialize perturbation model with Φ basic state, with forcing set to g = −N(Φ) there
would be no development, so we are adding heating anomaly. Our reason for doing so
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is to observe what kind of an e�ect will the anomaly have on the propagation of the
signals.

2.2 Data

To make a forecast we need to know the current state of the atmosphere and the
Earth’s surface. The weather forecasts produced at European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) uses data assimilation to estimate initial condi-
tions for the forecast model from meteorological observations. The purpose of data
assimilation is to determine a best possible atmospheric state using observations and
short range forecasts. Data assimilation is a procedure, in which a previous model fore-
cast is compared with newly received observations, the model state is then updated to
re�ect the observations, a new forecast is initiated, and so on.

The data used in this study is ERA Interim reanalysis datasets (Uppala et al. 2005)
provided by ECMWF. Reanalysis is a procedure for producing datasets for climate
monitoring and research. Reanalyses are created by an unchanging data assimilation
method and all available observations during the period that is analyzed. This un-
changing method provides consistent estimate of the climate state at each time step.
The one component of this framework which does change is the sources of input data.
There is nothing we can do about that because the observational procedures have
changed over time as technology used has advanced. The data used contains four
measurements per day over 36 years, spaning from 1979 to 2014.
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Results

3.1 Model validation

The ERA Interim reanalysis data from ECMWF (Uppala et al. 2005) was used to vali-
date the model output produced by a model that was provided to us. To compare the
working version of the model with the data from ECMWF we plotted time-mean states
of zonal and meridional wind, temperature, humidity, eddy kinetic energy, tempera-
ture �ux, humidity �ux and momentum �ux. The model and the data are showing
perpetual winter, meaning we are looking only at december, january and february of
each year (DJF). Since the topic of this study is observing the e�ects condensation has
on propagating patterns in the tropics, all results will be produced for dry and moist
versions of the model. The key di�erence between the dry and moist model is the role
moisture has in each of them. Naming the model "dry" is perhaps misleading, since
it could lead to believe that it has no moisture in it. Both models contain moisture,
but in the moist model it has an active role, while its role in the dry model is passive.
This means that the amount of humidity in the model is constanly being compared to
the saturation speci�c humidity qs and when it happens that q > qs, the di�erence
is condensed into rainfall over a period of 90 minutes. From the di�erence of q and
qs, latent heat released during the condensation is calculated by multiplying speci�c
latent heat and humidity di�erence.

Fig. 3.1 shows comparison of mean states for zonal wind, meridional wind and tem-
perature at lower level (850 hPa) from the data collected at ECMWF with dry and
moist versions of the model used, from left to right. Similarities between the data and
model are encouraging. Storm tracks in Northern and Southern Hemisphere are very

9
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similar to the ones seen from the data, with the di�erence that model gives slighty
stronger results in Northern and weaker in Southern Hemisphere. Zonal wind has
better correspondence between the model and data than meridional wind. The results
for temperature have high correspondance with the data.

Figure 3.1: Mean states for zonal (�rst row) and meridional wind (second row) and
temperature (third row) at 850 hPa from data compared with the dry and the moist

model (from left to right).

On Fig. 3.2 are results from upper level (250 hPa) for zonal and meridional wind. Here
we have even greater resemblance in zonal wind between data and the model than at
lower levels but the meridional wind results are stronger in the model compared to the
data. Di�erences in both hemispheres are smaller compared to lower level results.

Figure 3.2: Mean states for zonal (�rsst row) and meridional (second row) wind at
250 hPa from data compared with model.
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Fig. 3.3 displays un�ltered results of the temperature �ux, humidity �ux, momentum
�ux and eddy kinetic energy from top to bottom, comparing the model with the data.
The model is producing a stronger signal than the data in the Northern and weaker in
the Southern Hemisphere, with the exception of eddy kinetic energy which is weaker
in both hemispheres, especially in southern. We should point out that models at this
resolution normally have problems simulating eddy kinetic energy. The storm track
responses over the North Atlantic, the North Pole and in the Southern Hemisphere are
improved with the moist model, but the dry model is producing closer results over the
Alaska and eastern Asia compared to the data.

Figure 3.3: Un�ltered results for temperature (�rst row) and humidity (second row)
�uxes (v′T ′ and v′q′ respectively where v′, T ′ and q′ represents anomalies of each
variables obtained by subtracting mean value from the series) at lower level and re-
sults for momentum �ux (third row) and eddy kinetic energy (fourth row) (u′v′ and

1/2[u′2 + v′2] respectively) at upper level.

Fig. 3.4 shows speci�c humidity for data, the dry and the moist model. Both, humidity
values and patterns have higher correspondance between the moist model and the
data, than between the dry model and the data. The dry model contains more humidity
than the moist, but that does not mean that the dry model is producing more humidity,
it is the result of the dry model not condensing any humidity into rainfall, while the
moist model does.
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Figure 3.4: Speci�c humidity from data, dry and moist model.

3.2 Wheeler-Kiladis space-time spectra

Once we were satis�ed with the results the model produced, we went to analyse the
model using standard MJO diagnostics package developed and provided by the US-
CLIVAR MJO working group (Waliser et al. 2009). Some of the fundamental tools
when it comes to analyzing the equatorial waves and propagating patterns are the
Hovmöller diagrams which shows the propagation of atmospheric patterns in time
along the equator, and Wheeler-Kiladis diagrams. This technique is particularly use-
ful for the study of zonally propagating waves as it decomposes a �eld of data depen-
dent on time and longitude into wavenumber and frequency components for eastward
and westward propagating waves, as well as zonal-mean �uctuations (Hayashi 1982;
Wheeler and Kiladis 1999). This analysis is also conducive to dynamical interpretation
in terms of the dispersion relations of particular wave modes as seen of Fig 1.2. Fig 3.5
shows Wheeler-Kiladis diagrams from the observational data for zonal wind, vertical
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velocity and velocity potential as a reference for comparison with the results obtained
throughout this section. On diagrams we can see the signals corresponding to the dis-
persion curves shown on Fig 1.2. For zonal wind at 250 and 850 hPa and for vertical
velocity we can see Kelvin wave (corresponding to n=-1). The signal in a black circle,
present with a period of around 60 days and corresponding to zonal wave number of
1-3 is MJO.

Figure 3.5: Wheeler-Kiladis diagrams for zonal wind at 250 hPa (upper left), 850 hPa
(upper right), velocity potential (lower left) and vertical velocity (lower right) from

observational data. MJO is present and marked in a circle.

On Fig. 3.6 we are comparing zonal wind between the dry and the moist model. At
the upper levels for the dry model, the Kelvin wave is present with a phase speed of
15-23m/s, which means that its period is 20-30 days. On the lower level there are two
Kelvin waves present, one faster and one slower. The faster mode has phase speed
of 46-96 m/s and a period of 8-15 days, while the slower mode has period of 15-20
days. Adding the condensation has in�uenced both levels, with more impact on lower
level. When applied to zonal wind on upper level it made little di�erence by slowing
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Figure 3.6: Wheeler-Kiladis diagrams for zonal wind at 250 (left) and 850 (right) hPa
for dry (upper) and moist (lower) model.

the wave to 13-22 m/s and prolonging its period to 22-35 days. The bigger e�ect was
noticed for the lower level where we had two Kelvin waves initially present. It is not
completely clear from the results if the resulting mode is the modi�cation of the two
modes, or if one of them became dominant. Further investigation is needed to properly
explain the e�ect.

Next, on Fig 3.7, we analyzed vertical velocity (ω) and velocity potential (χ) to see
the e�ect of added moisture. For velocity potential without condensation present,
the mode present is similar to the one observed at lower level zonal wind, having
similar phase speed (40-80 m/s) and period (7-13 days). Adding the condensation has
weakened and disrupted the Kelvin wave and there is no clear signal anymore. As
for vertical velocity e�ects of added moisture are easily observed. For the dry model,
results are similar to results for velocity potential having the same speed and period.
With condensation included phase speed has dropped to 20-60 m/s with a period of
8-20 days.

Results presented in this section have shown that condensation de�nitely has an ef-
fect on propagating signals both at upper and lower levels. Signals were consistently
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Figure 3.7: Wheeler-Kiladis diagrams for velocity potential at 250 (left) and vertical
velocity at 500 (right) hPa for dry (upper) and moist model (lower).

slowed down, more for results at lower levels.

3.3 Perturbation runs

The objective of this section is to understand the results obtained from GCM runs by
simplifying the settings of the models. This was achieved by using di�erent, more
simple basic states. The basic states used in this section are resting basic state, zonally
uniform basic state, sector mean basic state and 3-d basic state. We also introduced
additional heating source in the Indian Ocean. This source provides heating unrelated
to the model dynamics. Idea is to simulate temperature anomaly, leave it to develop for
one day and then turn the heating source o� and observe how it a�ects dynamics of
the atmosphere. The aim is that it will produce travelling patterns in similar manner
to the real world MJO. The perturbation model is running for only 20 days because our
focus is on the day-to-day e�ects the anomaly will have, instead of statistically steady
states studied previously. With the perturbation runs, we are focusing on anomalies of
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vertical velocity at 500 hPa and velocity potential at 250 hPa (variable used to track re-
gions of upper-level divergence where convection is enhanced) because there is strong
correspondence between these variables and propagating patterns have clear signals
which are not obscured by the background noise. In this section two in�uencing fac-
tors for making the model more complex and potentially more realistic were explored.
The �rst approach is to use di�erent basic states, starting from the simplest and pro-
gressing towards more realistic ones. Second is adding more physical processes in the
model which interacts with in�uences other processes in the model, which in this case
in the condensation.

3.3.1 Resting basic state

We started with the simplest experiment in order to get the propagating signals as clear
as possbile. To do so, we used resting basic state which has uniformly spread globally
averaged temperature which are calculated from the ERA Interim reanalysis datasets
as a function of height and it has no wind �ow. It is important to point out that every
time a di�erent basic state is used, the forcing has to be recalculated. The results from
the perturbation model with resting basic states are on Fig. 3.8. The timescale of 20
days is represented on y axis and longitude spanning from 180° west to 180° east on x
axis. The Hovmöller diagrams presented in this work are calculating means from 15°
north to 15° south which are then represented as a single value over the longitude from
180° west to 180° east. The heating source is visible over the Indian Ocean as it triggers
the temperature anomaly for both velocity potential and vertical velocity. There are
two propagating modes present. Both are initialized from the heating source but they
have di�erent speeds. The faster mode takes around 7-8 days to go around globe with
the phase speed of 57-66m/s, while the slower mode takes 12-13 days, with the phase
speed of 35-38 m/s. Adding condensation to the model makes very little di�erence to
the speed of the modes because the resting basic state which we are using has no wind
�ow, so no moisture is being supplied from the extratropics.
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Figure 3.8: Hovmöller diagrams with resting basic state for 20 days showing velocity
potential (left) at 250 hPa and vertical velocity (right) at 500 hPa for dry (upper) and

moist (lower) model.

3.3.2 Zonally uniform basic state

The next step is to introduce more realistic, zonally uniform basic state which has
wind included but it is zonally averaged, also using ERA Interim datasets. On Fig. 3.9
the results are presented in the same manner as for previous experiment. We can see
that for both, velocity potential and vertical velocity added wind �ow has eliminated
the slower propagating mode. The remaining fast mode is similar to the one obtained
with the resting basic state, only slightly slowed down by added wind �ow increasing
its period to 8-9 days. Including the wind in the model has selected the faster mode
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Figure 3.9: Hovmöller diagrams with zonally uniform basic state for 20 days show-
ing velocity potential (left) at 250 hPa and vertical velocity (right) at 500 hPa for dry

(upper) and moist (lower) modely.

because meridional �ow, which was not present in the previous case is supplying mois-
ture from the extratropics to the tropics. Once condensation was included, it can be
seen that the signal for velocity potential is completely disrupted after 5 days by la-
tent heating as a result of the condensation. Very similar result is visible for vertical
velocity, only di�erence being that it took 6 days for signal to be disrupted.

3.3.3 3-d basic state

Then we used fully realistic 3-d basic state calculated from the ERA Interim reanalysis
datasets. On Fig. 3.10 we can see that for the dry model, both velocity potential and
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Figure 3.10: Hovmöller diagrams with 3-d basic state for 20 days showing velocity
potential (left) at 250 hPa and vertical velocity (right) at 500 hPa for dry (upper) and

moist (lower) model.

vertical velocity results are almost identical to the ones from the zonally uniform basic
state with propagating speed, period and pattern being very alike. Once condensation
was included the period of the signal for velocity potential has drastically changed
from 8-9 days for dry model up to 30-40 days for moist. We can also see that the signal
itself is much stronger. The main question regarding this result is if the condensation
slowed initial fast signal or has it selected already present slower mode visible in the
experiment with resting basic state which was obcured by added wind �ows in more
complex basic states. Similar result was obtained for vertical velocity where the period
of the signal has extended from 8-9 days to 40-50 days. Same question is valid for this
result.
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3.3.4 Sector mean basic states

Our next step was to try to break down the results obtained from the 3-d basic states
by using zonally uniform states which are calculated in one speci�c sector. Basic states
were calculated for two sectors, Indo-Paci�c region spanning from 60°-120° east and
East Paci�c region spanning from 190°-250° east. The Indo-Paci�c sector was used be-
cause it is the the area mostly associated with emergence of MJO. East Paci�c region is
selected because it is the only place in the atmosphere that has upper level westerlies.
Results for East Paci�c region are presented on Fig. 3.11, showing e�ects of conden-
sation. For velocity potential we can see fast propagating signal with a period of 7-8

Figure 3.11: Hovmöller diagrams with East Paci�c sector mean basic state for 20 days
showing velocity potential (left) at 250 hPa and vertical velocity (right) at 500 hPa for

dry (upper) and moist (lower) model.
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days, which is slightly faster than the faster mode present with zonally uniform basic
state. With added condensation, fast signal is still present, but there is emergence of
slower signal with a period of 30-40 days. For vertical velocity results are similar for
dry run to the ones for velocity potential. With condensation slower signal is emerging
with a period of 35-40 days.

Next sector experiment was performed in Indo-Paci�c region. Results are on Fig. 3.12
for vertical velocity and velocity potential comparing dry and moist models. Situation
for velocity potential without condensation is very similar to the result for zonally
uniform basic state experiment. Propagating speed and pattern of the signal is very
similar, with the period of 8-9 days. The signal is disrupted immediately when the

Figure 3.12: Hovmöller diagrams with Indo-Paci�c sector mean basic state for 20 days
showing velocity potential (left) at 250 hPa and vertical velocity (right) at 500 hPa for

dry (upper) and moist (lower) model.
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condensation was included and there is no longer clear signal to observe. Situation is
similar for the vertical velocity, in both dry and moist models. Period for dry run is 8-9
days and it is again being completely disrupted by condensation and no longer visible.

From the sector mean basic state experiments we can conclude that the di�erent as-
pects and responses of the 3-d basic states are present in two sector mean basic states.
In Indo-Paci�c region sector the disruption of the signal occurs and in the East Paci�c
sector there is emergence of the slower signal.

3.4 Forced condensation heating

3.4.1 Increasing condensation heating

Once we obtained result of the e�ects condensation has on propagation, we went back
to the model initiated from resting basic state to see what e�ect will have if we force
the condensation to release more latent heat without chaging amount of humidity in
the atmosphere. The aim is to see at what point the heating will have an e�ect on
propagation of the signals. Speci�c heat is presented as αL, where α is gradually
increased from 1 to 3. Latent heat released by condensation is gradually incereased
from it’s original value up to three times of the original value. In this experiment
we focused only on velocity potential because the results are clearer and there is less
background noise than for vertical velocity.

Results are presented on Fig 3.13 with gradually increasing α. First image is the same
as in previous experiment with resting basic state as it serves as a starting point and
to compare what e�ect will increasing condensation heating make. Next image shows
result when condensation heating is multiplied by a factor of 1.4. Result is almost
identical to �rst image, meaning that increase is not enough to make any notable dif-
ference. We continued increasing condensation heating and when we multiplied it by
a factor of 1.8, there was a response from the model. Original propagating signal has
strengthened and was still propagating after it went around the globe with a period
of 7-8 days. Also, heating source over the Indian Ocean is stronger and it is supply-
ing more heating to the atmosphere. Multiplying by a factor of 2.2 resulted in further
strenghtening of the heating source and signal. There are two signals present and
both are able to sustain themselves and go around the world without being disrupted
or weakened to the point where they disperse. Incresing by a factor of 2.6 results in
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Figure 3.13: Resting basic state for velocity potential with gradually increasing α.

emergence of slower mode. Two signals present on previous images are starting to
merge into one slower signal. As we multiplied the heating by a factor of 3, strong and
slowly propagating signal is present with a period of 35-45 days, very similar to the
result obtained from realistic model with condensation. Comparison between model
from a resting basic state with three times the amount of condensation heating with
realistic 3-d basic state with standard condensation heating is on Fig. 3.14. We can see
that the increased condensation heating has similar e�ects as the model initiated from
a 3-d basic state, resulting in similar pattern and propagation speed.

In this experiment we have arti�cially increased the feedback of the condensation in
an idealised setting and the results have strong correspondance with realistic feedback
obtained from the realistic setting in 3-d basic state. This result points us towards the
conclusion that 3-d basic states enhances the feedback from the condensation resulting
in selection of the slower mode.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of model with a resting basic state with three times the con-
densation heating with realistic 3-d basic state with standard value of condensation

heating.

3.4.2 Decreasing condensation heating

Next, we tried reversed process to see if decresing latent heating in 3-d basic state
would result in opposite e�ect. Again, keeping the amount of humidity the same we
gradually decreased α from 1 to 0.1. On Fig. 3.15 are presented results for realistic
3-d basic state with decreasing condensation value from original value to 10% of the
original value from top left to bottom right. As we decrease condensation heating by
10%, signal is weakening and spliting into two modes but the slow propagating signal is
still dominant. Decreasing by 30% is strenghtening faster mode and further weakening
slower mode. Cutting the heating in half has completely split the signals and the fast
mode is now dominant. Further reducing of the condensation heating by 70 and 90%
has selected the fast mode as dominant.
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Figure 3.15: Realistic 3-d basic state for velocity potential with gradually decreasing
condensation heating.

We can conclude that increasing or decreasing amount of heating released by conden-
sation, without changing how much humidity there is in the model has resulted in the
same e�ect as if we added or removed humidity. That means that the ammount of
condensation heating being supplied to propagating signals acts as a mode selector.
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Conclusions

Data used in this study is obtained from ECMWF ERA Interim reanalysis datasets cov-
ering period of 36 years, from 1979-2014 of DJF (december, january and february of
each year). It represents source term and a reference to compare the model used with.
The model used is spectral primitive equation model with additional terms in the equa-
tions describing linear damping, linear scale-selective di�usion, and time-independent
forcing. Results produced by the model resemble the observational data used to cal-
culate the forcing. Resemblance is observed for both the time-mean states and �uxes
in the Northern Hemisphere. The model main drawback is that it produces weaker
transient �uxes in the Southern Hemisphere compared to the data, and eddy kinetic
energy is weaker everywhere. We should mention that many, more complex GCMs
have the similar systematic errors.

The focus of the study was to observe what e�ects condensation has on propagating
signals in the tropics. This was achieved by running and comparing dry and moist
versions of the model. The di�erence between the two models is in the role humidity
has in each one as has been previously described. Model validation was performed by
comparing 1000 day, perpetual winter runs of dry and moist versions of the model to
the data. Correspondence between data and the model was encouraging so we went
to see e�ects condensation will make to variables contained in the model. By adding
condensation in the model, we observed signals slowing down and being smeared in
phase speed.

The next step was to perform analysis in more details. That was done by using a per-
turbation model which has added heat source over the Indian Ocean to simulate crude
representation of organised convection event and performing 20 day runs instead of

26
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previously used 1000 day because our focus has shifted from time-mean states to day
by day processes. Approach in the experiment was to investigate two attributes of
more complex and realistic models. Using increasingly realistic basic states and in-
cluding condensation into the models. Basic states used were resting, zonally uniform,
sector mean and 3-d basic states, each more realistic than the previous one. Each ba-
sic state was included in the model and the model ran with condensation turned o�
and then with condensation on. For the resting basic state used, weak e�ects of con-
densation were observed because it has no wind to supply moisture to the tropics.
Including zonally uniform basic state has selected faster signal. When the condensa-
tion was added in the model it strenghtened temperature anomaly and disrupted the
signal after 6-7 days. Using realistic basic state made very little di�erence with dry
version of the model. However, once condensation was included it had major e�ect on
the propagation. It doubled the strength of the signal and slowed it so that it’s period
extended from 8-9 days to 35-45 days. Using sector mean basic states to explain the
e�ects observed from 3-d basic states has shown that for using Indo Paci�c region,
the signal was immediately disrupted by condensation and for the East Paci�c region
adding condensation has resulted in emergence of slower signal over the fast signal.

The conclusion we can draw from this study is that the e�ects of condensation on the
propagation are highly dependenable on the basic state used. As the basic state went
from simple to complex, condensation e�ects were more noticeable. 3-d basic state
used as the realistic representation incorporated all of the previously seen e�ects into
one experiment. It was shown that adding condensation selects slower over faster
propagating modes. It is debatable whether the signals are being modi�ed into one
slower signal, but results presented point towards selection rather than combination
of the signals.

Ideas for future work on the subject would be to what e�ects would using di�erent
seasons have to see if these results are exclusively winter events or are they present
in other seasons. Going from there it would also be useful to perform experiment
using annual data to see if the results are only seasonal. Important question to answer
is about the structure of propagations. We have identi�ed the propagations but their
structure is still an open question. Speaking of structures, vertical pro�le of the diabatic
heating in the model needs investigation to see how it is structured and how it changes.
We believe that there are many important questions still waiting to be explored and
answered in order to fully understand the dynamics of tropical weather and be albe to
predict it with ever greater precision.



Appendix A

Day-to-day anomalies

Here we present more results obtained during this study concerning propagation of
observed signals on a day-to-day basis. Our focus is on resting and 3-d basic states to
show di�erence in the propagation of the signal that 3-d realistic basic state makes.
We will present results for velocity potential because the signals are clearest and the
e�ect is easily observed. Time interval between the pictures produced is 6 hours. Fig

Figure A.1: Propagation and development of the signal over �rst 5 days in intervals
of 6 hours for resting basic state.

A.1 shows development of the anomaly over �rst 5 days. We can see its growth over
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�rst day and propagation towards east. Over the next days it’s continuing to propa-
gate and during day 3 we can see gradually weakening of the anomaly because heating
source was turned o� after �rst day. At the end of day 4 and beginning of day 5 we
can see initial anomaly separating into two modes (as present on Hovmòller diagram
for velocity potential where we could see two modes present). Both modes continue
to propagate but latter is propagating slower. During the 6th and 7th day both modes
are still present and propagating eastward as seen on Fig A.2. At day 9 faster signal is
weakening and at times obscured by background noise, while slower signal still prop-
agates very clearly. During day 10 faster signal is completely obscured by background
noise, while slower signal is still very strong. Next 5 days are on Fig A.3 where we can

Figure A.2: Propagation and development of the signal during the period of 6th to
10th day in intervals of 6 hours for resting basic state.

see that during day 11 faster signal which was obscured is visible again but only brie�y
and weakly as it dissapears again during days 12. By the end of day 12, slower signal
is also obscured by noise and during the next two days �uctuates from being easily
visible to being almost completely obscured by noise. During the last 5 days, seen on
Fig A.4, of 20 day interval observed we can see the signal gradually weakening and
by the end of day 20 is no longer observable. If we go back to Fig A.1 and locate the
slower signal on the �rst image of day 5 and then look at the Fig A.4 on the �rst image
of day 18, we can see that the period of slower signal is 13 days which corresponds to
the signal presented on Hovmòller diagram for resting basic state.
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Figure A.3: Propagation and development of the signal during the period of 11th to
15th day in intervals of 6 hours for resting basic state.

Figure A.4: Propagation and development of the signal during the last 5 days in in-
tervals of 6 hours for resting basic state.
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Now we will compare previous results with those for 3-d basic state in the same man-
ner.

Figure A.5: Propagation and development of the signal during the �rst 5 days in
intervals of 6 hours for 3-d basic state.

We see on Fig A.5 that during the �rst two and a half days anomaly is strenghtening
and developing and by the 3rd day it has grown and is propagating eastward. During
the 3rd we can also see areas of convergence appearing over South America and Africa.
Initial signal over the Indian Ocean is remaining relatively strong. On the 5th day we
can see our propagating signal developing over Gulf of Mexico.

During the 6th day another signal is visible over Central Africa as shown on Fig A.6.
This signal is also visible on Hovmóller diagram for velocity potential. During the
next two days newly formed signal is staying in place while our propagating signal
continues to travel eastward and during the last two days they are merging into one
signal. This is aswell visible on Hovmóller diagram mentioned before.

During the 10-15 day period shown on Fig A.7 we can see the combined signals pre-
viously observed have became indistinguishable as the signal grows and becomes
stronger. It is really hard to tell what exactly is going on and how initial signal is
propagating because it’s being blocked by all the noise. During day 15 we can see
weakening of the noise and signal dividing into two sections.
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Figure A.6: Propagation and development of the signal during the �rst 5 days in
intervals of 6 hours for 3-d basic state.

On the last 5 days the signals are again merging into one big signal seen on Fig A.8.
It is di�cult to distinguish propagating signal because of all the noise but we can help
ourselves by looking at the Hovmóller diagram for velocity potential from 3-d basic
state and we can see there that the signal has slowed even more during last 5 days, so
that combined by strong interaction present once the condensation is added and we
can’t distinguish the signal. Reason for such a strong signal is likely in the fact that
the signals are resupplying themselves with moisture provided by condensation and
continually growing and strenghtening.
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Figure A.7: Propagation and development of the signal during the �rst 5 days in
intervals of 6 hours for 3-d basic state.

Figure A.8: Propagation and development of the signal during the �rst 5 days in
intervals of 6 hours for 3-d basic state.
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